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This sport gun is developed for enjoying sport shooting only. As the Airsoft
Gun has the potential risk of serious injury such as blindness and damage to
the property, please read the Handling & Instruction manual before use.

Always wear goggles or eye protective

Don’t look at the muzzle directly. It is

gear to protect your eyes when shooting

extremely dangerous

Never point the muzzle at people or
animals

Avoid putting the trigger carelessly.

Be careful that BB bullets maybe fire out
even if the magazine is removed.

Disassembling or modifying the gun may
taffect he gun’s performance and void
manufacturer’s warranty

Tactical Rail

• This Airsoft Gun is capable of shooting a 6mm diameter BB, Operate the
Airsoft Gun with caution and pay attention to safety.
• During a game, always put your goggles or facemask on. Failure to wear
eye protective gear in the worst case will cause blindness.
• Pay attention to and take care to not hit bystanders within the estimated
dangerous firing zone.
• Never shoot any items that subject to breakage.
(glass, lamp, car, gas bomb…etc)
• Never insert items other than an airsoft BB into the magazine or gun barrel.
• The gun must not be operated after drinking alcohol to avoid possible danger.
• Always store at place out of the reach of children
• Having a positive playing demeanor is essential.
• Select a safe place for operating the Airsoft Gun. Avoid places where people
and cars pass across or third persons are around.
• Always put the gun in a case or bag when you are carrying it. Avoid giving
rise to public panic.
• BB bullets maybe fire out even the magazine is removed. Direct the muzzle
towards a safe area. Pull the trigger to confirm no bullets remain in the gun.
Then attach the protective plug to the muzzle when unused.
• Remove the magazine from the gun when unused.

Outer Barrel

6 Rounds Magazine

Bipod Screw
Removable Butt Stock

USING THE CO2 REFILL ADAPTER
FIRE
1.

2.

1. Prepare to Refill
2. Check the valve is closed before you insert the
Co2 cartridge
3. Extend the End Cap by turning it Anti-clockwise
4. Remove the End Cap completely

3.

CHARGING THE CO2

4.

USING THE CO2 REFILL ADAPTER
1.

1. Insert the Co2 Cartridge in the appropriate

Ajust the top and place the Co2 bullet inside

direction
2. Place the Co2 Bullet upside down to the refill

2. Put the first cartridge

adapter as photo and adjust the top until the Co2
bullet is secured in the adapter

3. Put the second cartridge and close the end cap
completely

3. Push the co2 bullet down

4. Turn the end cap extension clockwise unit
it puncture the Co2 cartridge

4. Push the co2 up
(To open the valve inside the Bullet)
4.

FILLING THE MAGAZINE

USING THE CO2 REFILL ADAPTER
1. Open the valve of the adapter to start filling

1. Check the Cartridge

the Co2 (Filling around 3 sec for each bullet

(core pin up if charged with Co2)

is good enough)

(core pin down if empty)

2. Close the valve after filled

2. Insert a 6mm Plastic BB into the charged cartridge
(1 plastic BB for 1 cartridge only)

3. Push the Co2 bullet down again and adjust
the top loosen the Co2 bullet

5.

FILLING THE MAGAZINE

44. .

FILLING THE MAGAZINE

FILLING THE MAGAZINE

1. Insert the charged cartridge into the
magazine one by one

1. Insert the filled the magazine into

2.

2. Push the magazine upward and make

3.

the housing slantingly

Push down the cartridge

sure it is secured

Slide the cartridge backward to secure it

COCKING
1. Locate the bolt handle

2. Lift up the bolt handle

3. Pull the bolt all the way backward until the
chamber is opened
4. Push the bolt all the way forward and lift
down the bolt handle completely, otherwise
you cannot pull the trigger

4.

FILING OPERATION (REMOVE THE MAGAZINE)

INSTALL / REMOVE THE BUTT STOCK

1. Safe

1. Locate the butt stock release button.
Insert or pull out the butt stock by holding
down the release button

2. Press and hold down the magazine release button

2. Storage of this gun is easy and convenience

3. Remove the magazine

3. You can adjust the height of the creek
position by pressing down the APS
conception button
4. 3 heights level adjustable to best fit your creek

4.

REMOVE THE BOLT (SAFETY AND STORAGE)
User can completely remove the bolt by

Remove the Bolt (Safety and Storage)
1. User can completely remove the bolt by

pulling out the bolt lock switch, lift up

pulling out the bolt lock switch, lift up

the bolt handle and slide the bolt out

the bolt handle and slide the bolt out

